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SemiSemi--inclusive Processesinclusive Processes

SemiSemi--inclusive Deep Inelastic Scatteringinclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering

–– MengMeng,,OlnessOlness,,SoperSoper 96;96; MuldersMulders,,TangelmanTangelman,Boer 96&98,Boer 96&98

DrellDrell--Yan Yan at low transverse momentumat low transverse momentum

–– DokshitzerDokshitzer,,DiakonovDiakonov,,Troian Troian 78; Paris,78; Paris,Petronzio Petronzio 79;79;
Collins,Collins,SoperSoper,,Sterman Sterman 8585

Back to back jet (Back to back jet (dihadrondihadron) production at         ) production at         
collidercollider

–– Collins,Collins,Soper Soper 81; Boer,81; Boer,JakobJakob,,Mulders Mulders 9898



Inclusive and SemiInclusive and Semi--inclusive DISinclusive DIS

Inclusive DIS:
More than 30 years experimental study, 
many theoretical developments, e.g.,
NNLO splitting function 04’

Semi-inclusive DIS:
Focus of various experiments in recent 
years: EMC, SMC (CERN),H1,ZEUS,
HERMES(DESY),JLab,…
Provide more important information 
about the nucleon Structure and QCD



The Kinematics of SIDIS

Variables :
⌧B Bjorken Variable;

Longitudinal momentum fraction;
Ph Transverse momentum; h the azimuthal angle;

s azimuthal angle of the hadron polarization vector



• Double Spin Asymmetry
• Single Spin Asymmetry: Target and Beam

Polarization Asymmetries in SIDIS

HERMES’03 HERMES’00 CLAS’03



Naïve FactorizationNaïve Factorization

TMD distr. TMD frag.

Mulders, Tangelman, Boer (96 & 98)

Cross sectionCross section

Naïve factorization (Naïve factorization (unpolarized unpolarized structure structure 
functionfunction))

Hadron tensor



QCD FactorizationQCD Factorization

Factorization for the structure functionFactorization for the structure function

–– qq: TMD : TMD partonparton distributiondistribution
–– q hatq hat: TMD fragmentation function: TMD fragmentation function
–– SS: Soft factors: Soft factors
–– HH: hard scattering.: hard scattering.

Impact parameter space



OneOne--loop Factorization (virtual gluon)loop Factorization (virtual gluon)

Four possible regions for the gluon momentum k:
1) k is collinear to p (parton distribution)
2) k is collinear to p′ (fragmentation)
3) k is soft (Wilson line)
4) k is hard (pQCD correction)

p

p′q

k

••Vertex corrections (single quark target)Vertex corrections (single quark target)



OneOne--Loop Factorization (real gluon)Loop Factorization (real gluon)

Gluon Radiation (single quark target)Gluon Radiation (single quark target)

Three possible reagions for the gluon momentum k:
1) k is collinear to p (parton distribution)
2) k is collinear to p′ (fragmentation)
3) k is soft  (Wilson line)

p

p′q

k



All orders FactorizationAll orders Factorization



Generalize Feynman distribution q(x) by including Generalize Feynman distribution q(x) by including 
the transverse momentum of the the transverse momentum of the partonparton. . 

q(x,kq(x,k┴┴) ) 
At small kAt small k┴┴, the transverse, the transverse--momentum dependence momentum dependence 
is generated by soft nonis generated by soft non--perturbativeperturbative physics.physics.
At large kAt large k┴┴, the k, the k--dependence can be calculated in dependence can be calculated in 
perturbativeperturbative QCD and falls like powers of 1/kQCD and falls like powers of 1/k┴┴

22

Integration over transverseIntegration over transverse--momentum does not momentum does not 
usually yield Feynman distribution usually yield Feynman distribution 

∫∫µµ dd22kk┴┴ q(x, kq(x, k┴┴) ) =  q(x,=  q(x,µµ))

TransverseTransverse--momentum Dependent momentum Dependent 
(TMD)(TMD) PartonParton DistributionsDistributions



TMD Distributions: the definitionTMD Distributions: the definition

In Feynman Gauge, the gauge link

v is not n to avoid l.c. singularity !!



Polarized TMD Quark DistributionsPolarized TMD Quark Distributions

Quark

Nucleon

Unpol.

Long.

Trans.

Unpol. Long. Trans.

q(x, kq(x, k┴┴)) qqTT(x, k(x, k┴┴))

∆∆qqLL(x, k(x, k┴┴)) ∆∆qqTT(x, k(x, k┴┴))

δδq(x, kq(x, k┴┴)) δδqqLL(x, k(x, k┴┴)) δδqqTT(x, k(x, k┴┴) ) 
δδqqTT'(x, k(x, k┴┴))

Boer, Mulders, Tangerman (96&98)



SIDIS Cross Section SIDIS Cross Section 

At leading power of 1/Q

The structure functions depend on Q2, ⌧B, , Ph



Factorization for the Structure FunctionsFactorization for the Structure Functions

For Example,



The Soft Factor The Soft Factor 

The soft part can be factorized from the jet usingThe soft part can be factorized from the jet using
GrammerGrammer--YennieYennie approximation approximation 
The result of the soft factorization is a soft factor The result of the soft factorization is a soft factor 
in the cross section, in which the target current in the cross section, in which the target current 
jets appear as thejets appear as the eikonaleikonal lines.lines.

The Operator definitionThe Operator definition



The Hard PartThe Hard Part

The hard part can be calculated order by order, The hard part can be calculated order by order, 
using subtraction methodusing subtraction method
OneOne--loop results for the hard parts in SIDISloop results for the hard parts in SIDIS



Factorization for Factorization for DrellDrell--YanYan

The cross sectionThe cross section

The structure functionsThe structure functions



Large LogarithmsLarge Logarithms ResummationResummation

At low transverse momentum, At low transverse momentum, PPTT<<Q<<Q, we must , we must 
resum resum the large logarithms the large logarithms ss

nnlnln2n2n(Q(Q22/P/PTT22))
---- DokshitzerDokshitzer, , DiakonovDiakonov, , TroianTroian, 1978, 1978
---- ParisiParisi, , PetronzioPetronzio, 1979, 1979
These large logarithms can be These large logarithms can be resummedresummed by by 
solving the energy evolution equation for the TMD solving the energy evolution equation for the TMD 
partonparton dis.dis.
---- CollinsCollins--Soper Soper 1981 1981 



TMD TMD PartonParton Dis.: the Energy Dis.: the Energy 
DependenceDependence

The TMD distributions depend on the energy of the The TMD distributions depend on the energy of the 
hadronhadron! (or Q in DIS)! (or Q in DIS)
Introduce the impact parameter representationIntroduce the impact parameter representation

One can write down an evolution equation  in One can write down an evolution equation  in 
ζζ==2(P2(P++))22vv--/v/v++

K and G obey an RG equation, K and G obey an RG equation, 

Collins and Soper (1981)
µ independent!



SpinSpin--dependent Collinsdependent Collins--Soper Soper EquationEquation

The evolution kennel is the same for all the leadingThe evolution kennel is the same for all the leading--
twist TMD quark distributionstwist TMD quark distributions

KKtt--even oneseven ones: : q(x, kq(x, k┴┴), ), ∆∆qqLL(x, k(x, k┴┴), ), δδqqTT(x, k(x, k┴┴) ) 

KKtt--odd ones: odd ones: qqTT(x, k(x, k┴┴), ), δδq(x, kq(x, k┴┴), ), ∆∆qqTT(x, k(x, k┴┴), ), δδqqLL(x, k(x, k┴┴))

Idilbi, Ji, Ma, Yuan: hep-ph/0406302



Large Logarithms Large Logarithms ResummationResummation(II)(II)

After After resummationresummation, large logarithms associated , large logarithms associated 
with with QQ22 can be factorized into the can be factorized into the Sudakov Sudakov form form 
factors, e.g.factors, e.g.

And the And the Sudakov Sudakov form factorform factor

---- A and B are series in A and B are series in ss



Double Logarithmic (DL) ApproximationDouble Logarithmic (DL) Approximation

If If QQ22 is not too large, DL approx. applies. The is not too large, DL approx. applies. The 
Sudakov Sudakov suppression form factor then only suppression form factor then only 
depends on depends on QQ22

The The QQ22 dependence of the structure functions can dependence of the structure functions can 
be factorized outbe factorized out

We can predict the We can predict the PPTT distribution at higher distribution at higher QQ22

from that of lower from that of lower QQ22

The The PT spectrum of the polarization asymmetry spectrum of the polarization asymmetry 
will be the same for different Qwill be the same for different Q22 at fixed at fixed ⌧B and



Exp. Evidence supporting DLAExp. Evidence supporting DLA

Compare the asymmetries at HERMES and JLAB
Q2 vary a factor of 3 (H. Avakian, GDH2004)



DrellDrell--Yan Yan Production at Fixed TargetProduction at Fixed Target

QT spectrum from E288, PRD23,604(81)

The shape of the QT distributions could be a hint that 
the x and kt dependence in the TMD parton distributions 
are factorized at this kinematical range



At very large Q2 (e.g., Z0 and W boson), 
DL Approx. breaks down



PPTT Dependence of the AsymmetriesDependence of the Asymmetries

AUL ALU

They are both kt-odd effects, and approach 0 at large PT
AUL: Sivers dis. qqTT and Collins frag. δδqq
ALU: Sivers-like dis. δδqq and Collins frag. δδqq



Double Spin AsymmetryDouble Spin Asymmetry

(H. Avakian, CLAS)

kt-even effect, A1: ∆∆qqLL(x, k(x, k┴┴)/ q(x, k)/ q(x, k┴┴))



PPTT distribution of the asymmetries provides distribution of the asymmetries provides 
qualitativequalitative
information for the TMD quark distributionsinformation for the TMD quark distributions
kktt--even distributions have the same dependence on even distributions have the same dependence on 
kktt

kktt--odd distributions are suppressed at large odd distributions are suppressed at large kktt

–– Consistent with the power countingConsistent with the power counting
kktt--even: even: 1/k1/ktt

22

kktt--odd:   odd:   1/k1/ktt
33



ConclusionConclusion

Factorization theorem has been proved for SemiFactorization theorem has been proved for Semi--
inclusive processesinclusive processes
Large logarithms can be Large logarithms can be resummedresummed by solving the by solving the 
CollinsCollins--SoperSoper equations for TMD equations for TMD partonparton dis., and dis., and 
the DL Approx. works for not very large Qthe DL Approx. works for not very large Q22

Qualitative behavior for the TMD quark Qualitative behavior for the TMD quark 
distributions have been informed from the distributions have been informed from the 
experimentsexperiments


